Gmc radio codes

GM vehicles, including GMC trucks, include a radio theftlock system that allows you to program
a radio unlock code into your stereo system. When programmed, the stereo system becomes
inoperable if the stereo ever loses power from battery disconnection or stereo removal. This
protects the stereo from unauthorized use if stolen. In order to use the GM stereo, once locked,
you must enter the radio unlock code successfully using specific buttons on the stereo. It's
important to know how to set the radio unlock code for your GMC and to enter it when the radio
locks. Create a three or four digit number that you can use to unlock the radio if the stereo loses
power. For example, you may choose a number such as Press and hold the number "1" and "4"
preset buttons on the radio simultaneously. Hold until "" displays on the radio screen. Press the
"MN" button again, until the last two digits of the numbers on the screen are the last two digits
of your three or four digit code. In the example, you would press the "MN" button until the last
two digits on screen are " Press the "HR" button until the first one or two digits of the numbers
on the screen are the first one or two digits of your three or four digit code. In the example, you
would press the "HR" button until the first two digits on the screen are " Press the "AM-FM"
button to set the code. Repeat steps 5 through 7 to re-enter your code a second time. Press the
"AM-FM" button once more to confirm the code. Switch the ignition off. Press the "MN" button
again, until the last two digits of the numbers on screen are the last two digits of your three or
four digit code. Press the "AM-FM" button to confirm the code. Dustin Thornton has been
writing since He has served as a newspaper columnist for the "Troy Tropolitan" and a
contributor to various websites. Thornton received a partial scholarship for an outstanding
essay in He has a Bachelor of Science in business administration from Troy University. Step 1
Create a three or four digit number that you can use to unlock the radio if the stereo loses
power. Step 4 Press and hold the number "1" and "4" preset buttons on the radio
simultaneously. Step 5 Press the "MN" button. The numbers "" will appear on the screen. Step 6
Press the "MN" button again, until the last two digits of the numbers on the screen are the last
two digits of your three or four digit code. Step 7 Press the "HR" button until the first one or two
digits of the numbers on the screen are the first one or two digits of your three or four digit
code. Step 1 Put the key in the ignition and switch the ignition to "RUN. Step 2 Press the "MN"
button. Step 3 Press the "MN" button again, until the last two digits of the numbers on screen
are the last two digits of your three or four digit code. Step 4 Press the "HR" button until the
first one or two digits of the numbers on the screen are the first one or two digits of your three
or four digit code. References ExtendedGMwarranty. If you take more than 15 seconds to
complete any step while creating or enter the radio unlock code, you must start the process
over. Drive the vehicle for one hour or leave the ignition set to the "On" position for one hour to
resolve this. This article explains the options for finding a car radio code. You can contact a
local dealer and talk to the service department, go directly to the website of the automaker that
manufactured your vehicle, or rely on free or paid online resources and databases. Some car
radios come with an anti-theft feature that kicks in whenever they lose battery power. The code
is almost always specific to not only the make and model of the radio but also to that specific
unit. After you have this information, choose one of the three methods to locate the car radio
code. To obtain the brand, serial number, and part number of your radio, you typically have to
remove it. If you're uncomfortable with removing and installing a car stereo , take your vehicle
to a local dealer and ask them to reset the radio for you. In order to obtain a car radio from an
official, original equipment manufacturer OEM source, you can either contact a local dealer or
request a code directly from the manufacturer. Most automakers direct you to your local dealer,
but there are a handful such as Honda, Mitsubishi, and Volvo that allow you to request your
code online. If you decide to contact a local dealer, you will usually need to speak with the
service department. You can then ask the service writer whether or not they can look up your
car radio code. There is a chance that you will be able to obtain the code over the phone, but
you may need to make an appointment to actually visit the dealership. You also have the option
to just take your car straight to the dealer, where they will figure out the serial number of the
radio and input the code for you. If the manufacturer that built your vehicle offers online code
lookup, you will typically have to enter information like your VIN, the serial number of the radio,
and contact information like your phone number and email. The code may then be emailed to
you for your records. In addition to local dealers and OEM online code request services, you
may also be able to obtain your car radio code from the company that actually built the head
unit. Some examples of head unit manufacturers that can provide car radio codes include:.
Every head manufacturer has its own policy in regard to car radio codes. In some cases, they
can help you with any "personal" codes that may have been set by a previous owner, but they
will direct you to the vehicle OEM for a "factory" code. In other cases, they may require some
type of proof of ownership to ensure that the head unit isn't stolen. Unlike vehicle OEMs, head
unit manufacturers typically charge a lookup fee to find a car radio code. If the manufacturer of

your vehicle doesn't have an online code request service and you prefer using an online
resource to contacting a local dealer, there are both free and paid databases that may be
helpful. Another option is to contact a car audio installer in your area. Since they deal with this
type of situation all the time, some car audio installers pay for access to car radio code
databases. Keep in mind that since they have to pay for the information, they will typically
charge a fee for this type of service. Exercise caution when using any site that promises free
access to car radio codes, especially if the site asks for your credit card details. There are
legitimate sites out there that offer this type of service, but there's always a chance of
contracting malware from a malicious site or falling prey to a scammer. Jeremy Laukkonen.
Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator of a popular blog and video game startup. He
also ghostwrites articles for numerous major trade publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn.
Updated on February 03, Christine Baker. Lifewire Tech Review Board Member. Christine Baker
is a marketing consultant with experience working for a variety of clients. Her expertise includes
social media, web development, and graphic design. Article reviewed on Apr 12, Tweet Share
Email. What to Know Easiest method: Contact your local dealer's service department for the
code or to reset the car radio for you. Second method: Go to the automaker's website with your
car's information and request the code. Third method: Rely on free or paid online resources and
databases. Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us know! Email Address Sign up There
was an error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for signing up. There was an error. Tell us why!
More from Lifewire. General Motors radio code. Retrieve your General Motors "TheftLock" radio
code now! You will receive your radio unlock code, via email, or text message for faster service!
General Motors radio code retrieval. Step 1 - Determine radio type. Your radio may not be
pictured here. For vehicles or newer:. RDS Radios. We do not support code retrieval for any
RDS unit. For more information:. Click here. The radio display changes from LOC to a three-digit
number. Write this number down. You will then have fifteen seconds max before the next step
must be performed. The radio display changes to another three-digit number. Write this number
to the right of the first one. If you have a four digit number, it will show all four digits at the
same time. Example If you have activated the Theft-Deterrent feature of your radio and loose
power, the radio goes into LOC theftlock mode. With the ignition on, you must use the MN and
HR buttons to enter your personal code in order to unlock it. If you fail to enter the correct code
eight 8 times, the radio goes into INOP mode. You have to wait an hour with the ignition on
before the radio returns to LOC mode procedure:. You may have two sets of the same number.
Example- Step 3 - Purchase code. Please turn off all email spam blocking software or any other
email blocking device. General Motors. Radio code retrieval. Email address or. Click here to.
General Motors radio unlock codes. Since , many company's in the automotive industry have
relied on our radio unlock code service to get their customers up and running! Now you can get
the same great service at radio-code. Serving the industry since Many General Motors vehicles
come equipped with radios that require a special security unlock code. This radio code is not
required, unless the radio is removed from the vehicle, or the vehicles battery is disconnected.
General Motors radios are quite different from most other manufacturers, as GM allows you to
enter your own code. Most manufacturers will come with the radio security code already stored
to into its processor. Never fear however, if the previous owner has entered their unique
personal radio code, our radio code retrieval process will override any other code that has been
entered into the unit! General Motors calls this feature "TheftLock". General Motors began using
the antitheft feature, "TheftLock" around the 's and is still used in many GM vehicles. How long
does it take to receive my radio unlock code? Usually within 10 minutes to 24 hours,. How will I
get my code? All codes are sent via email. It has been 24 hours and I still have not received my
code. We have not received your radio information via email, Radio serial Model etc. We have
attempted to email your information but it comes back "undeliverable mail". Make sure all
"email blocking" software is off. Email sent to us is incorrect Check email sent to us for
incorrect spelling or send alternative email address. No telephone number was sent to contact
you in the "telephone field". The Telephone number sent was incorrect. The serial sent was
incorrect Recheck radio serial and model for accuracy. General Motors Radio code retrieval.
Click here to purchase now! Usually within 10 minutes to 24 hours, after receiving radio
information, radio serial , radio model etc. A: We have not received your radio information via
email, Radio serial Model etc. Link To Us. Retrieve Code. Unlock Manuals. Contact Us. For more
information: Click here. Note: If you have activated the Theft-Deterrent feature of your radio and
loose power, the radio goes into LOC theftlock mode. You have to wait an hour with the ignition
on before the radio returns to LOC mode procedure: You may have two sets of the same
number. Get an instant car radio code of your Honda, Volkswagen, Renault, Nissan, Peugeot or
Ford online for free in less than a minute! If your car radio asks for the unlock code, you are on
the right place and it's guaranteed to get the car stereo code that you are looking for. We

provide permanent car radio unlock codes. When you use our codes, your radio will work on
any car again - forever. Just enter the code following our instructions and finally unlock your
radio. Can you use your phone to make a phone call? If so, then you have the technical
knowledge required to use our radio unlock codes. In addition, we provide simple instructions
that everyone can use. We are providing car stereos codes in more than countries around the
world. More than 2 million head units are unlocked with the help of our high quality service that
we offer to our customers since 7 years of experience. Getting the right code to unlock your
radio can be difficult, but we have a lot of experience, so our systems are streamlined and
efficient. As a result, our car radio decoding delays are the fastest in the industry. Our unlock
code are completely safe for your car and stereo, Absolutely no technical knowledge is
required. No software downloads are required. In addition to all these, we are the most reliable
supplier to retrieve the radio unlock code. Our technical support team is available 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week, and is highly qualified to help you with all makes and models of radio,
including the latest car radio models. A radio code is a set of numbers associated with a
security function present in the majority of car head units. If your car radio is flashing "CODE",
then it has this security feature, and you will need to insert the unlock code if you want to use
your car stereo again. Most car radios have a memory hold function that allows the radio to
remember presets, time and other information. All this information is lost if the battery is
disconnected or dies. However, some car radios also include an anti-theft feature that prevents
them from functioning if they lose power. This means that if a thief steals your car stereo, it will
become a worthless device as soon as it cuts the cables. Unfortunately, this feature comes also
if your battery dies. In order for your car stereo to work again, you need to locate the
appropriate car radio code and enter it using a method specific to the make and model of your
car haed unit. There are two ways to locate the code and the procedure. Once you have the
code, you can note it in a safe place. Our car stereo unlocking method is permanent and does
not cancel the guarantee of your car radio. You must first select the exact brand or model of
your car radio that you wish to unlock. Then fill out the form with your car radio serial number
and the e-mail in which you wish to receive the car radio unlock code of your vehicle. Once your
unlock code is successfully generated, you will receive an email notification with the unlock
code and step-by-step instructions to ulock your car stereo. The delivery time may vary
depending on the model of the radio. After receiving the email with the car radio unlock code,
simply follow the step-by-step instructions to insert the code on your car stereo. After inserting
the unlock code, your car head unit will be fully unlocked for use again. The most frequently
asked questions that occur before a request is made to retrieve a free car radio code. Before
requesting a radio unlock code, you must first find the serial number suitable for the brand or
model of your car radio, then you must go to the page appropriate your radio model and fill the
form with the serial number and an active email address to send you the correct car radio code.
So you just have to enter the unlock code and give life to your radio again. If you enter the
wrong code a number of times, the radio can lock you. In this case, you will not be able to enter
any other code until you have completed the reset procedure. In some cases, you will need to
disconnect the battery again and leave it disconnected for a while. In other cases, you will need
to turn on the ignition but not the engine , turn on the radio and wait between half an hour and
one hour. While holding down these buttons, turn your key to the ON position. This will not start
the vehicle. After a few moments, your radio displays an alphanumeric code. This is the serial
number of your radio that you will need to record. To access it, you must remove the radio from
the dashboard. Consult your owner's manual to learn how to remove the radio properly or bring
your vehicle to a professional if in doubt. Incorrect removal of the radio may damage the unit
and the dashboard. The exact process for entering a car radio code varies from situation to
situation. In most cases, you will use the volume or tuner buttons or buttons to select numbers,
and then click the button or press another button to advance. Since you can isolate yourself by
acting badly or introducing too much bad code, it is important to know what you are doing
before locking or bricking your car head unit. Unfortunately no, to get the radio code of your car
you must provide us with your car radio serial number that you can find on the screen or
printed on the body of your car stereo, so that we can give you the correct code to unblock your
car radio and put it back to work again. No, we unlock the car radio via serial number. This is
the safe and secure car stereo unlocking method recommended by the manufacturers of the
radios themselves, and does not damage the software or the hardware of your car head unit.
Instant free radio code. Email : support instant-radio-code. Why choosing instant free radio
code? Popular car radio brands. What is a car radio code? Get the car radio code online. Fast,
secure and free You will be able to use your car radio with any other car in the world. Supported
by more than thousands successful car radio unlock to date. This is the easy, fast and secure
way to get the car radio code for free. How to get your free car radio code? What our Customers

say. A new battery was installed in my renault car. The activation code needed for the radio, I
tried the last four serial numbers, but nothing worked. Aiglentina Pomerleau Switzerland. It was
incredibly easy and it only took me 5 minutes to get my Nissan qashqai radio code.
Congratulations to you for a service of quality which could not be surpassed, Thank you. Mark
Bouvier Belgium. I am so happy to have received my code in a few minutes, I give them 2
thumbs! This is a legitimate business. I no longer drive in silence thanks a lot! Armina
Croquetaigne France. My renault clio radio has not worked for 3 weeks, I found your service
online and put the code you sent and everything is fine. Sebastien Coulombe France. Fast and
efficient service. I had the unlock code within 5 minutes and my car radio was unlocked at my
first attempt. Thomas Lanoie Belgium. An excellent fast service. Lundy Busque Canada. Are you
ready to get your free car radio code! More than Get your radio code now! FAQ The most
frequently asked questions that occur before a request is made to retrieve a free car radio code.
How to get a free car stereo code? What to do if my car radio is locked? How to find my car
radio serial number? How to enter your car radio code? Is it possible to get my car radio code
without serial number? Does unlocking my car radio using codes can damage it? This article
will tell you how to get the radio unlocked in a GM or Chevy car. With Theftlock, the radio
automatically gets locked up if ever it loses power due to the removal of the radio itself. A
locked radio becomes inoperable, preventing unauthorized use in case it gets stolen. However,
you must remember that you only have about 15 seconds to perform each of the steps
described below. Also, make sure that you have a pen and a sheet of paper before you start.
The steps involved in unlocking a GM or Chevy car radio are basically the same. These are
explained below in three parts. You need to call a GM dealership and have them unlock your
radio. This can be obtained straight from your radio. Step 2: Turn the radio on. Step 3: Press the
preset buttons 1 and 4 simultaneously and hold for about 10 seconds. A three-digit code will
appear on the display of your radio. Write the numbers down quickly. Another three-digit code
should pop up on the display. Write the numbers down quickly alongside the first code. Make
sure that you write the numbers you retrieved in the correct order. Step 1: Using your phone,
dial 1 to connect with the GM radio hotline. Step 2: You will be asked to provide the dealer
access code. This is the most common code used by GM dealers. Step 3: The automated
operator will give you the four-digit unlock code. Listen closely since the code will only be
repeated once. For example, if your code is , you would have to press the button seven times.
Here is how to unlock a car radio code for free. Hi â€” I have a Chevy S10, need code to unlock
my radio. Had to change battery. The GM service number is no longer in service.
HELPâ€¦anyone have a new number or a code I ca use. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam.
Learn how your comment data is processed. Quick Navigation What is Theftlock? Part 2:
Obtaining the unlock code. What is Theftlock? Before You Begin. If no letters are displayed on
the screen and your radio doesn't function, the source of the problem maybe somewhere else.
In that's the case, you'll need a GM mechanic or radio technician to diagnose and solve the
issue. For Chevrolet: Press and hold the preset buttons 2 and 3 for about 10 seconds or until a
three-digit code appears. Another way of getting the four-digit unlock code is to call any local
dealer GMC, Chevy and give them the six-digit code. They should then provide you with the
code. Most dealers would usually give you the radio code for free although others charge a
small amount. If you feel like your dealer is charging you a higher fee, try calling a different
dealer or search for websites that offer GMC radio codes. Part 3: Entering the Unlock Code.
These are the final steps you have to do in order to unlock your GM or Chevy car radio:. Save
the unlock code on your phone or write it in your owner's manual. If your radio gets locked
again, you can use the same code. Other questions: how much does it cost to program a body
control module or the replacemen cost and how to remove ignition lock cylinder. Wrapping Up.
Can't find your factory car stereo radio code? We can help! If you own a vehicle, you may find
that the audio systems are equipped with an Anti-theft or radio code feature that requires a
special "security code" to unlock your radio. It's purpose is to deter a potential thief from
removing the stereo. If the factory car stereo is stolen from the vehicle, the radio becomes
inoperable without the radio code. Operating the unit will require a "secret stereo unlock code"
known only by the owner. A radio code is required if you have:. Experienced a dead battery.
Disconnected the factory radio harness. Disconnected the battery to the vehicle. Click on your
vehicle below to retrieve code now! Orders are processed 7days a week. General Motors radio
unlock codes. Retrieving Radio Code. Orders processed 7 days a week. Already have your
code? Click here for instructions how to enter code for your radio. Now you can get the same
great service at radio-code. Vehicle manufactures may often refer to radio codes as:. What are
people saying about our service? Thank you very much for your prompt response and excellent
service! The instructions given were so easy and I got my radio playing again in no time! I now
feel complete, strolling in my Yukon with music to listen to! You really saved the day, thanks

again!! I recently experienced a dead battery in my 97 Mitsubishi Gallant. I discovered I needed
a radio code Thanks for the help guys! Tammy E. Car radio unlock code guides. Vehicles that
require a radio unlock code will have a specific procedure to enter the security code. If you
already have your anti-thief code and need assistance entering it into your radio, our unlock
manuals are a real life saver! To all at radio-code. Privacy Policy. Retrieve Code. Unlock
Manuals. Contact us. Corvette GMC. Dodge Chrysler. Land Rover. United Kingdom and all other
countries radio unlock codes. Alfa Romeo. Car radio unlock code guides Vehicles that require a
radio unlock code will have a specific procedure to enter the security code. In general, both
GMC and Chevy vehicles are designed with a Theftlock radio , which renders the inoperable
stereo to a would-be thief. However, the drawback of a Theftlock system is that when the battery
becomes disconnected or dies, you would need to deactivate the whole system by entering the
radio code. No matter if you have technical skills or not, unlocking a protected Theftlock radio
does not require any special tools or expertise. The following are some easy and simple steps
for you to unlock the radio in a GMC or Chevy car. Before starting, you will need a paper and a
pen. Bear in your mind that a Theftlock system just allows you about 15 seconds to do each of
the following steps. I am using GMC Terrain my battery went down I tried and I have theft lock
on my radio can you please help me to open the lock. So I have a Malibu an the radio is lock an
none of these methods work for me is there anything els I can try before giving up. Save my
name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. So I have a Malibu an the
radio is lock an none of these methods work for me is there anything els I can try before giving
up Reply. Did u ever find the solution, I have the same car and nothing is working Reply. This
system is designed to lock the radio from use in the event of a loss of power, either from being
disconnected or when the battery loses its charge. If the radio is removed from the vehicle and
installed in another car, it is rendered useless without the radio unlock code. More often than
not, the Theftlock feature locks out the original, lawful owner of the vehicle instead of a thief.
You can go to a Chevrolet dealership to have your radio unlocked, but some dealers can charge
high fees to unlock the radio. Even if they unlock your radio for you, they may not give you the
radio code to use in the event of future radio lockouts. Theftlock radios have evolved over time
but are still used in some vehicles currently. There are several radio designs that were used in
the same era as the Theftlock radio. Step 1: Look at your radio. Step 2: Check for the
identification code. Press buttons 2 and 3 for seconds. You can get the radio serial number
directly from your radio. If your radio displays any functions such as playing a CD, cassette, or
a radio station, your radio is not locked. If no sound is heard, you may need to replace your
radio unit. Step 3: Write down the code. Press buttons 2 and 3 at the same time and hold for
seconds. Write down the three-digit code that is displayed. Step 4: Note down the code. Another
three-digit code is displayed. Write it down as well. Be ready with a pen and paper to write down
your radio unlock code. Step 1: Contact the GM radio hotline. From any landline or cell phone,
call the toll-free GM Radio hotline at 1 Step 2: Enter the code. Step 3: Enter the radio serial
number. You will be prompted to enter the radio serial number you have just obtained. Step 4:
Write down the radio unlock code. The prompt will read out your four-digit radio unlock code.
Write it down precisely. Step 1: Switch on the radio. Turn your ignition on and press the radio
power button. Step 2: Enter the first two digits of the radio unlock code. Press the hour button
on the radio to enter the first two numbers of your radio unlock code. Continue pressing the
button repeatedly until the first two digits of the radio unlock code are displayed. Step 3: Enter
the last two digits of the unlock code. Press the minute button until the last two numbers of the
radio unlock code are displayed. Step 4: Confirm the code. Most car dealers will charge you a
lot of money just to get the code for you. If you follow the right steps, you can get the code for
free and be able to start listening to the radio again in just a few minutes! Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Part 1 of 4: Determine if your radio can be unlocked at home There are several radio designs
that were used in the same era as the Theftlock radio. Step 1: Turn on the ignition. Step 2: Turn
on the radio. Press the power button to turn on the radio. This is your six-digit radio serial
number. At the prompt, enter the number followed by the pound sign. Repeatedly press until
they match the two digits you need. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only
for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related
Articles. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. One way to enhance the experience is with
Read more. Wha
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t to Do if Your Car Has Been Stolen Many Many people have experienced that momentary jolt of
fear after exiting a business and not seeing their vehicle. The first thought that comes to mind is
that your vehicle has been stolen, but then you realize you parked it It is important to protect
your vehicle from damage and burglary using a car alarm. It can Related questions What would
cause my security light to come on in my Oldsmobile Cutlass Hello. Most of the time this is
caused by a failure in the key sensor located inside of the key lock cylinder. Either the sensor
itself fails or the wiring from the sensor located in the steering column fails. If one or more item
shorted and blew out the fuse then no item will work. Check to make sure the Car radio dead
Hello, this could be a simple problem to fix. If the fuse is blown it will cause the radio to have no
power. You could also just have a bad radio, and if this is the case, the radio unit Browse other
content. How can we help? Read FAQ.

